
As our client’s backlog of support tickets continued to grow they sought
a customer support solution through Education at Work. We provided
a tech-savvy college student workforce that discovered an innovative 
way to increase efficiency.  

This leading global online payment company had recently acquired a mobile 
payments processing app and set a goal to provide high quality and faster 
support for its users. The majority of current and new users of this app were
either college students or young professionals who used it to exchange 
payments with friends on their mobile devices. At launch a backlog of 
support tickets was building in the queue.

Within the first three months, our college student-employees were able to reduce 
average handle time (AHT) on customer email support tickets by 23%. As a result, 
significantly more email responses could be sent to customers every business 
day. Total ticket volume handled grew from 2,300 tickets resolved in the first 
month to over 10,000 resolved by the third month. This equated to a 4.4 times 
greater volume of tickets resolved. Higher productivity increased customer 
satisfaction and created bottom-line cost savings.

A crucial piece of our success 
with this client can be attributed 
to a “discovery” made by one 
of our student-employees from 
Arizona State University. As
a computer science major, 
this student was skilled in 
computer software and systems.
After only three weeks on the job, 
he identified a keyboard shortcut
in the software settings and 
communicated this best practice 
to the team and client. Our client
provided kudos for this “discovery” and the long-term impact it would have on
reducing AHT for customer support. As a result, this keyboard shortcut was 
implemented internally to provide a best practice for our student-employees.

Our student-employee who made this “discovery” has applied for two 
software engineering internships with this client in both its Arizona 
and California locations. He also hopes to apply for a full-time position 
with this client after graduation and would select it over other companies 
if given the opportunity. Through our partnership, this client is receiving
the long-term benefit of a stronger talent pipeline.

Essentially, in order to cut some 
handle time on an email response, 
you can bring up information 
more quickly and send responses
back to the customer with a 
hotkey instead of taking more
time clicking around with the
computer mouse. 
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